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Robust recursive identification of multidimensional linear regression
models

LEI GUOt, LIGE XIA7 and JOHN B. MOOREf

Stochastic adaptive estimation and control algorithms involving recursive predic-
tion estimates have guaranteed convergence rates when the noise is not ‘too’
coloured, as when a positive-real condition on the noise model is satisfied,
Moreover, the whiter the noise environment the more robust are the algorithms
This paper shows that for linear regression signal models, the suitable introduction
of white noise into the estimation algorithm can make it more robust without
compromising on convergence rates. Indeed, there are guaranteed attractive conver-
gence rates independent of the process noise colour, No positive-real condition is
imposed on the noise model,

1. Introduction
Precise convergence rates are known for a number of stochastic adaptive schemes

under a certain noise model positive-real condition (Chen and Guo 1986, Lai and Wei

1986 a) first exposed as a convergence condition by Ledwich and Moore ( 1977) and

Ljung ( 1977). Robustness results are also known (Chen and Guo 1987 a). The whiter
the process noise, the more likely the positive-real condition is satisfied, and the more
robust are the algorithms.

In an earlier paper (Moore 1982), a method was proposed to side-step the positive-
real condition for scalar variable noise models in stochastic adaptive estimation and
control. The method has as a starting point the addition of white noise into the
processing. Such additions ensure a whiter noise environment, which in turn ensures
convergence and lends a certain robustness. The added noise can be seen as
dominating unmodelled dynamics or unmodelled coloured noise. The method is made

more powerful by additional processing involving on-line spectral factorization and

parallel processing involving pre-whitening filters. Simulations support the ideas of
Moore ( 1982), although his theory is incomplete.

In this paper and companion papers (Guo and Moore 1987), a number of the ideas

of Moore ( 1982) are re-packaged in the context of a precise convergence analysis with

the view to quantifying the extent of robustness enhancement and convergence rates.
The techniques build on Kalman filtering theory, spectral factorization theory and
expand on those used for extended least-squares convergence by Chen and Guo ( 1986)

and Lai and Wei ( 1986 a). The earlier work (Moore 1982) is non-trivially generalized to

cope with multivariable signal models. Convergence rates are guaranteed without

imposition of a positive-real condition on the coloured noise model.
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2. Algorithm description and main results

2.1. Stochastic model

Consider the following m-dimensional linear regression model:

Y(t)=Oox(t) +E(r), t>o (2.1)

where y(t), x(t) and ~(t) are the m-, p- and m-dimensional observation vector,

regression vector and modelling error, respectively, and where 00 is the m x p
unknown parameter matrix.

Assume that the system noise s(t) is a moving average (MA) process

C(t) =w(t)+ciw(t– 1)+ .. . +crw(t -r), t>o (2.2)

with unknown matrix coefficients Ci, 1< i < r, where the driven noise {w(t)} is
assumed to be a gaussian white noise sequence with

Ew(r) = O, Ew(r)wr(t) = RW>0, t >0 (2.3)

Let us denote all the unknown parameters by

(3=[00, C1,. ... C,]’ (2.4)

2.2. Introduced noise

To dominate unmodelled dynamics and/or noise that is highly coloured, consider
the introduction of a gaussian white noise sequence {u(t)} that is independent of {w(t)}
with properties

Eu(t) =0, Eu(t)u’(r) = a:lm, 0:>0 (2.5)

The ‘pre-whitening’ idea proposed by Moore ( 1982) is to formulate the predictor in

the identification algorithm by using the following ‘pre-whitened’ process

z(t) =y(t)+ u(t), t>o (2.6)

together with the output sequence {y(t)}.

2.3. Prediction error algorithm

Consider the prediction error algorithm processing (2.6)

P(t + 1) = o(t) + P(t)*(t) [zr(t + 1) - *’(t)qf)] (2.7)

P(t) = P(t– l)–
P(t – l)@(f) ij’(t)P([– 1)

1 + ~r(t)?’(t – l)+(t) ‘
F’(o) >0 (2.8)

~(t) = [x’(t) z’(t) - ~’(t - I)#(t) . . . z’(t-r+ 1) - IJr(t - r)d(t - r + l)]’ (2.9)

Estimates oftheCovarianceofpredictionerror5are given bY the fouowim= .c.ictuai

stafktlcs

(2.10)

the terms of which have convenient recursive forms. Notice that when the introduced

noise u(t) in (2.6) is set to zero, so that z(t) = y(t), then (2.9) reduces to the more
‘standard’ regression vector.



2.4. Thm-erns

Let us denote ;.m,i,,(X)[;.~dX(X)] as the minimum [maximum] eigenvalue of a
matrix X and 11X11= [j.~,ix(XX*)]’ 2 its norm, where X* is the transpose complex

conjugate of X. Let us also denote ~(() = t;(f) + r([) and set

Assume that the regression vector sequence {.Y(t),F,_,] is any adapted random

sequence where

with {G: } being any family of non-decreasing a-algebras such that G: is independent
of G:+ , for any ~>0.

Theorem 2.1

For the system and algorithm described by (2.1 )-(2. 1()), if in the pre-whitening of

(2.5), (2.6), o: is chosen to satisfy

a: >rll R,,,ll “ IIICI, . . . . C,]112 –l,,,,. (R,.) (2.11)

then the following convergence rates hold

Here

r= [0” D1 .. D,]r (2.14)

and [Di, 1 < i < r, R,, } satisfies

D(z) R,, LY(z-l) ==C(z) RW~’(z-l) +(J:I (2.15)

with

C(2) QI+C1Z+ .,. +Crzr (2.16)

D(z) ~I+D1z+ .. . +~rZr (2.17)

Here also, ;.~,,(t) [;.~in(t)] denotes the maximum [minimum] eigenvalues of

,$0 @(i)V’(i) + cl, t;> 0

Theorem 2.2

Consider that the conditions of Theorem 1.1 apply and

10g ;.~.X(C)= o[j.~,i,,(f)l, ~s. f+ ‘~

Then

Ilo(t+1)-011=0 t“iiir))’”as‘+x

(2.18)

(2.19)
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and

l,R(t)-R,,=o~og:g’) ’2+o(o~’;xQ), a.,. ,+ (’2.?,0)

Here, ;.~dX(t) [i~in(r)] denotes the maximum [minimum] eigenvalue of

,~, Vow”’+ c1

with

@(t) Q [.Y’(t) i’(f) .,. ti’([ –r+ 1)]’

and [I(t), F,} is a gaussian martingale difference sequence with

Eti(r)~T’(r) ~~R,,

(2.21)

and satisfies, under (2. 16)

C(z)w(t) + u([) = D(z)@(t) + 0 (exp ( –1~)), for some x >0

Remark 1

The classical linear regression model considered in mathematical statistics is a
specialization of (2.1) with the so-called ‘design vector’ x([) deterministic and with the
noise c(t) white. Obviously the stochastic model (2. 1), (2.2) considered in this paper is
a more general one, namely, we allow the regression vector x(t) to be a class of random
vectors and the modelling error c(t) to be correlated. However, the restriction th~it

.Y(t) = F, - ~is essential to the convergence analysis excludes the specialization of (2.1),
(2.2) to general ARM AX models–a crucial point not observed by Moore ( 1982).

R~~mark 2

For the case when the added noise r(t) in (2.6) is zero, then the condition (2.1 1) is
usually replaced by a positive-real condition on the noise model (even for the case
where one is only interested in identifying f~[)).In particular it is required that

[C- l(z) – ~1] is strictly positive-real (2.23)

(This condition is equivalent to [C’(z) – 1] is strictly bounded-real. To see the
equivalence, recall that X(z) is bounded-real if and only if Z(u) = [1 – X(z)]
[1+ X(z)]- i is positive-real.) It is the addition of sufficient noise into the algorithm
that obviates the need for such a condition in Theorem 2.2. In identifying (2.1) with
C(z) unknown, (2.23) cannot be checked a priori. In contrast, the condition (2.11) can
be satisfied a priori with only a limited knowledge of the ‘unknown’ process, namely

some upper bound on IIRWIIand IIICI, ,.., C,]ll. In the scalar variable case, an upper

bound on the term II[Cl, . . . . C’,] II is numerically readily obtained since, without loss

of genera~ity, C(z) can be minimum phase. In this case, it is readily shown (see the

Appendix) that

~l[C1,..., C,]ll<[(2r) !(r!2-11”2”2 (2.24)

Rem[trk 3

Estimates C(t) and ~.,(r) converging at the rates above to C(:) and R,,. can be

determined from estimates B(t), ~,,(t)by an on-line spectral factorization correspond-



ing to the ofl-line version (2.15). Details are given by Guo and Moore ( 1987). Of

course, it is immediate that C(:) and RWcan be uniquely determined from D(z) and R),

via (2. 15) to within an all-pass factor. Without loss of generality we can take C(z)

minimum phase. [n this case C(z) is uniquely determined from D(z), R,,.

Rcvmirk 4

The convergence rates of the estimates p(t) are virtually the same as that given in
earlier theory for multi variable AR MAX models with u(t) zero and (2.23) holding
(Chen and Guo 1986). Of course, the covariance of the different error terms is

inevitably higher because of the added noise, but this need not be the case with the
additional processing proposed by Moore ( 1982).

Remark 5

The requirement that w’(t),u(t)be gaussian is a technical one required by the
particular martingale convergence theorem employed in subsequent analysis. It
appears that by defining martingales in terms of orthogonal projections rather than in
terms of conditional expectations could relax this requirement. Details are not
explored here. Certainly simulations suggest that the gaussian assumption is overly

strong,

3. Preliminary theory
Let {z(t), F’,} and {~(t), F,} be two sequences of adapted random vectors (not

necessarily defined by (2.6) and (2.9)). Consider the following general prediction error
algorithm based on a predictor ;(r, 0) A ;{r, 0, [z(O), ,.., z(t – 1)]} e Fl _ ,

(l(t+ l)=o(f) +P(t)l/k([){:’(t+ I)–:’[t+ I, fi(t)]} (3.1 (i)

P(r– l)~(r)~’(f)P(r– 1)
P(f) =P(f–l)– —

1 +lj’(f)P(f– l)~(f) ‘
P(o)>o (3,1 b)

Set

a(f)~[l +yz(r)P(f– l)~(t)]-1 (3.2)

i(f) Qa(t– l)[2(r)–2(f, U(t - l))]– [2(t)–E[z(r)lF-,]} (3.3)

[
S,(() ,x) ~ ~ <’(i+ l)~(i+ l)~(i)– 1~ll~(i+ l)tj(i)jl’ , ti>o (3.4)

j=~

where (j(() ~ 0 —O(t) and 0 is an arbitrary matrix of appropriate dimensions.

Lemma 3.1

Suppose that the adapted sequence {z(t),F’,] satisfies

sup E[llz(t)– E[z([)\ F,_l]ll’JIF~_l] < -%, as. (3.5)
~>(J

for some f >2. Then, for any 0 and any z >0, the estimate d(t)given by (3.1) satisfies
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the following relation

(
\og[l + ZJ((t -- 21].

)110[+1) –0112 < –2S’(()’U)+() ‘“’’’’”(!, ~~
/.n,i,,(i)

(3,6)
j.,,,i,,(t)

where ;.,,,,,X(r)= ;.n,lXIP - 1(t)] and ,S,(0, x) is defined in (3.4), and where d.~) 40 for

.Y>0 and J(.Y) ~ 1 for x = O.

Proof

See the Appendix.

Rernc/rk 6

The proof techniques follow closely those of Chen and Guo ( 1986), but the result is
in fact more general than theirs. Here (3. 1) is a more general prediction error scheme
than that of Chen and Guo ( 1986), which is an extended least-squares scheme with

~[t + I, f)(t)] = ~(t)~(t).

Lemma 3.2

Consider that the conditions of Lemma 3.1 apply. Consider also that at some
point 0, E[z(t + 1) IF,] can be expressed by

E[z(t + l)) F,] =;[r + l,~(r)] +@(r)@(/) + [H(:) –I]fi([ + l)#(r) +d(r) (3.7)

where (~r) = O—(j(t), and d(f) is an F’f-measurable random vector, Then, if the transfer
matrix H(z) — [( 1 + xO)/2]1, XO> 1, is positive-real, then the following expansion
holds

(i)
[

.,.,(0] , (,:1[$,::”2]logIl +.7(//--2J]j

Ilfl(t+l)-ol]’<o
;.n,i,, (t)

(3.8)

(ii) ,~1 ll@(i+ I)V(i)ll’ <o[log[’ “(’(’’-’’]j.r,,c,x( f)} + ~~= ,$, lltii) 112

(3.9)

for any Y e (O, Zo).

Proof

By (A 1) and (A 4) in the Appendix and (3,7) we see that ~(t+ 1)defined by (3.3)
can be rewritten as

<(t+ l)=a(t) {e(t+l) +E[z(r+ 1)1F,]-~(t +1, ~(r)} -e(r+l)

=u(t){e(t + 1) +@(t)*(t) + [H(:) –I]@(t + 1)4(2) +S(r)} –e(t+ 1)

=a(f){e(t+ l)+[pt+ l)+ P(t– l)~(t)[~’(t+ l)+e’(t+ l)]]r~(t)

+ [H(z)– I]@(t+ l)tj(~) +fi([)} –,e(t + 1)

=a(t) {[l +tj[(r)P(f– l)~(t)]e(r+ 1) +C(t+ 1)~’(t)P(t– l)~(t)

+H(z)@(t+ l)+(f) +d(f)}–e(~+ 1)
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From here we immediately obtain

a(t)<(t + 1) = [1 – #’(t)P(t – l)~(t)u(t)]~(t +

= a(t) [ll(z)~(t + 1)!([) + 6(t)]

and consequently

<(t + 1) = H(z)@(t + l)~(t) + a(t)

967

1)

(3.10)

Since H(Z) –[(l+YO)/2]1 is positive-real, there exists constants KO so that for all
z~((), ~o), from (3.4) and (3.10)

{
S,(O, a)= ~ [H(z)P(i+l)Wi) +d(i)lrF(i+l)Wi)i=~

l+CI
-~ll@(i+l)4(i) 112

1

1
. E [( H(z) –

i=~ w)@(i+’)~(i)l”@(i+ ’)@(i)+KO

+ ~ b’(i) ~(i+l)~(i)+~
>=1

,$1 ll~(i+ l)t(i)ll’ - K“

2 i$l~’(d~(i+l)i(i)+~ ,$1 ll~(i+ I) V(i)ll’ - K.

By the elementary inequality

I/arbll <&/la/lz +~llbll’, Q~>()

we see that for any YE(O, UO)

,$, Id’(i)@ (i+ l)~(i)l =
~i~~lla(i)ll’+~ ‘

,~lll~(i+l)t(i)llz (3.12)

Finally, by (3.1 1), (3.12) and Lemma 3.1, it follows that for any w = (O, cto)

–2 ~ ~’(i)~(i+ l)~(i) (tie-x) ~ /l@(i+ l)~(i) [l’

l/P(t+1)–q’<
i=~ i=l—

;“min(t) )Gmin(t)

[

+ ~ log[l+zw’)l’ Amax(r)

j.min(t) )

,~, ll~(i)ll’ Xo-cx ij, IIF(i+ l)v(i)ll’
<L -—

Cto– Y i.min(t) 2 j.~in(t)

(

l~g[l ‘J/J& ‘)ljkmax(t)

+0
imin(t) )

and then the conclusions of the lemma follow immediately.
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Remark 7

In Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2, no models are pre-postulated for {z(t), F,} and so the

process {z(t)} can be generated from an ARMAX model, since the restriction
x(t) c F,. ~ of Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 is not imposed here. When {z(t), F,} with F, =
~{zij i < t} is generated from an ARMAX model and (f(t) is given by the standard
extended least-squares algorithm, the process {d(t)} appearing in Lemma 3.2 is zero.

However, when there are unmodelled dynamics and time variations of the coefficients,

then {d([) } is no longer zero (Chen and Guo 1987 a). Lemma 3.2 provides a unified

approach to the convergence/robustness analysis of general prediction error algor-
ithms such as pseudo-linear regression with or without filtering (Goodwin and Sin

1984). It is worth noting that the robustness properties of the algorithm are closely
related to the passivity margin of the transfer function concerned (see (3.8)). Other
applications of Lemma 3.2 will be noted elsewhere.

Lemma 3.3

Let C(z) be defined as in (2. 16), and {w(t)} and {o(t)} be defined as in (2,3) and

(2.5), then there exists a gaussian martingale difference sequence {w(t), G: } with

Ew(t)ti’(t) ~R,v, exponentially fast

and a matrix polynomial D(z)

D(Z) =I+DIZ+ . . . +D,zr

such that

C(z)w(t) + u(t) = D(z)ti(r) + q(t)

3.13)

3.14)

where V(r) is G:. ~-measurable and exponentially tending to zero as t ~ m. Moreover,

for any YOE [0, 1), if

(3.15)

then
l+MO1

D-l(z)–~ (3.16)

is positive-real.

Proof

Define ~(t)as in $2.4

c(t)= C(z)w(t) + u(t)

and set

[“)
o Im . .. 0

A=
‘.

Im ‘

QQQ
H

Im

c1
c=,

c,

H=[Im o .. . o]
~

(3.17)

(3.18)

mx(r+l)
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then ~(t)can be expressed by

x*(t+ 1) = ‘4x*(f) + Cw(t + 1), ((t) =Hx*(t) + u(t)

According to the Kalman filtering theory ~(t)can be generated by the following
innovation model (Anderson and Moore 1979)

i*(t+ 1) = .4.i*(r) + K(t)i’(t),((t)= Hi*(t)+ w(r) (3.19)

where i(t) is the estimator for x(t) and K(t)is the filter gain given by

K(t) = AP(f)H’[HP(t)H’ + 0:1]-1 (3.20)

P(t + 1) = .4P(t),4’– ,4P(t) H7[HP(t)H’ + a:l]-l HP(t) A’+ CRW,C’ (3.21)

and where the innovation process {w(t), G: } is a gaussian martingale difference
sequence with

.EW(t)tir(t) = 14P(t)H’ + o:Im

By (3.17) and (3.19) we see that

C(z)w(t) + u(f) = H(1 – /Lz-’K(t)w(t – 1) + W(f)

Note that (3. 19) is asymptotically stable, and hence (Anderson and
Goodwin and Sin 1984)

P(t) ~ P, K(t) ~ K, exponentially fast

where P and K are defined by

P = A PAr – APH’(HPH’ + rJ; )- 1HPA’ + CRW,C’

K = APH’(HPH’ + o:)-l

Since Eti(t)rZ’’(f)+ HPH7 + O: 1~, by the Borel-Cantelli Lemma it
that

(3.22)

(3.23)

Moore 1979.

is

q(t)~ H(I – Az) -1 [K(t) – K]W(t – 1) ~0, as, exponentially

Thus, by (3.25) and (3.27) we have

c(z)w(t) + v(t) = [H(I – AZ-’KZ + l]w(r) + ~(t)

We write K as

K= [K; . . . K;,l]’

from (3. 18) and (3.26) it can be seen that K,+ ~=0.

Set

D(Z)= I+ KIZ+ . +Krzr

Then by (3.18) it can be verified that

D(z) = [H(I– AZ)-’ KZ+I]

(3.24)

(3.25)

(3.26)

easy to see

fast (3.27)

(3.28)

(3.29)

Therefore, by (3.28), we see that (3,14) is proved. We now proceed to prove (3.16).
By (3.14) it is easy to see that

(3.30)
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By (3.25) and (3.26) it is not difficult to see that

P= [A –KH]P[A –KH]’+ Ko:K’+ CRWC’

From this and (3.22), we immediately obtain

R,<= HPHr + O:IM 2 HCRK, C’H’+ 0:1. = RW+ o:l~

Consequently, by (3.30) and (3.31) we have

,$, CiRMC~= i DiRDt+ R, - R. - o-tI > ,~1 DiR,CD~
i=,

~ [~~in(RW) + u?] ~ DiDj
ic~

From here it follows that

(3.31)

II ID, .. . mu@, . .. D,l~;]jD,]l/2=;

< ~.max(Rw) ,).max(,cl ~~~ Crl[q)
~min(RW)+ o,,

——
jm,n(f’”~ 02 Il[cl . . . Cr]l/2

WL (3.32)

and therefore, by (3.32) and (3.15) we see that

[)
IIID, .. . Dr]ll’<: k!!? 2

r l+ao (3.33)

It is easy to see that

IIDI exp (id)+ D2 exp (2iO) + .. . + Drexp (ird)ll’

1 r

[ [1)
exp (i@ 1~

= IIID1 . .. D,112 “2~,X [exp(–rO)]~ .. exp(–ir~)~~] :

exp (irO)I~

= IIID1 . .. D,]112 “ &X(r o 1~)

=IIIDI . . D,]ll’. r



From here and (3.33) we immediately have

1–30
Ilf)(cxp (i(~)) – Ill < –—

1+10

971

(3.34)

By (3.34) it follows that for any Oe [0, 2n]

llzOID’(exp(-iO))- 1] +YOID(eXp(i[)) – l)]

+(1 +vO)[Dexp (i6)–1] [D’exp(–iO-l ]/1

<2xOll D(exp(iO)) -111 +(1 +xO)ll D(exp(iO)) -1112

I–XO+(l– XO)2
< 210— ——– –l–x”

1 + x(, 1+10 –

Consequently, for any () e [0, 2n]

Dr(exp(–io)) +D(exp (if))) –(1 +zo)D(exp (i(l) )D’(exp(–ifl))

=(1 –Xo)[– (xo[D’(exp (–i[))) –f]+xOID (exp(ifl)) -l]

+(l+zO) [D(exp(io))- I][D’(exp( -i(~) )-l]}>O

Finally, we obtain

D-l(exp (iO))+D-’ exp((-iO))-(l+zO)l

= D-’ (exp(iO))[Dt(exp ( –io)) + D (exp (i(~))–(1 + ZO)D (exp (i~~))fl’ (exp (–i~~))]

xD-’(exp(–iO))

>0, v f) G [0, 27r]

This proves the positive-realness of D - ] (z) – [(l + YO)/2]1, and the proof of Lemma
3.3 is complete.

Remark 8

The lower bound of C: can be improved using the following result (Anderson and
Moore 1979). With initial condition P(O) = O in (3.21), P(t) increases monotonically
(exponentially fast) to P. Thus, the inequality HPH’ ~ HP( I) El’ = HCRWCrH’ = R~,,
which is the essence of (3.31), can be strengthened as

HPHZ ~ HP(2)H7 = CIRW,C; – CIRfi,(RW + a:l)- 1RW,C; + R.,

=(r; C1R;2(RW +o:1)’LR;/2C; +RW

and likewise as HPH’ z HP(t)H’ for higher t.Since convergence of P(t) is exponen-
tially fast to P, with a time constant linked to that of the Kalman filter, there are

diminishing returns from taking t larger than (say) the dominant time constant of the
Kalman filter. We do not explore this aspect of the results further here.

Remark 9

With appropriate initial conditions in the signal model and Kalman filter, q(t) can

be taken as zero. The term is left in our analysis to indicate a certain robustness in the
noise modelling. The term q(t) in (3,14) needs only to be square-summable for the
proofs of Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 to apply.
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Remark 10

G: defined in $2.4 can be expressed by

G~=o~fi(i), i<f}

because {W(i) } is the innovation sequence. Further, since ~ti)(t), G!} is a gaussian
martingale difference sequence, it then follows that {w(f)} is an independent sequence,

Since w(t + 1) e G:+ ~ and G?+, is independent of G:, it is clear that

E[ti(t+ l) IF,] = E[i(r+ 1)/a{ G:u G/ }] = .E[@(r + l)(G:]

=0, Vr>o

This means that {}O(t),F,} is also a martingale difference sequence. All of these facts
will be used in the sequel without explanations.

4. Proofs of theorems

Proqi of Theorem 2.1, Part (i)

Here, we prove the first conclusion of Theorem 2.1; the proof for Part (ii) is given in
the Appendix. To prove (2.12), we need to verify the conditions of Lemma 3.2.

Note that in the present case

z(c) = y(r)+ [(f), ;[f + 1, U(1)]= J’(f)#(f)

so, by Lemma 3.3 we can rew’rite (2.1) in the following form

Z(f+l)= y(f+l)+u(t+l)

==oo.K(t+ I)+c(z)w(r+ l)+u(f+ 1)

=OO.Y({+ l)+ D(z)ti(r+ l)+q(t+ 1)

and so by (4.2) it follows that

sup E{/lz(t) –E[:(t) lF, _,]1131 F,-,}= suPmw~)113
t t

= sup E’[]IW([)I13

(4.1)

(4.2)

F,-l]

G:. , ]

= sup E[llki’(f)l13< x (4.3)

since {~;(t)} is gaussian random sequence with uniformly bounded covariance (see
(3.22)).

By (4.2) we have the following expansion for .E[z(r + 1) IF,] at point ~

E[z(t+ l) IF,] =OO.X((+ l)+[D(z)– I]ti(t+ l)+q(t+ 1)

=~~(t)+ [D(z) –I][;(t+ 1)–z(t+ 1)+~’(r+ l)~(f)]+q(r+ 1)

= Plj(f) + [D(z) – I] D- ‘(z)

x {D(z) [i(r+ I)–z(r+ l)+o~(t+ l)lj(()]}+y(f+ 1)

=0’~(r) + [Z--D-’(Z)]

x {z(f+ l)–f)ox(t+ I)–r/(t+ l)– D(z)[z(t+ I)–d’(t+ 1)$([)]}

+q(t+l)
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=~’IJ(r) +[I-D -i(Z)]

x {–t7’~(f) +z(f+l) -q(r+l) -z(f+l) +fP(f+l)#(f)}

+V([+l)

=fi’(f)l)(r) +f7(t)lj(t)+ [D-’(z) – I][OT([+ l)~(t)]

+D-’(z)q(t+l)

where (~r) = ~– ~(r). Now, since

q? > rlll?u,ll“ IIIC1 ... Cr]llz – L,in(L)

there exists ZO>0 such that

()l+tio 2
q?>r —

I–x.
]Il?,,,ll“ ]I[c, . . C,]I12 – &,in(Rw,)

and hence by Lemma 3.3 we know that

(4.4)

(4.5)

is positive-real, so by (4.3)–(4.5) we know that Lemma 3,2 is applicable, and we then
have for O < z < Y.

‘“(’ot:it))
since q(t) ~ O is exponentially fast. This proves the first conclusion of Theorem 2,1.

Pro(f qf Theorem 2.2

Set

i(t) =Z(t) –[j’(t)~(t– II – m(t) (4,6)

~:(t)=[O ~’(t) ,.. <’(t–r+ 1)]’ (4.7)

By a similar argument as used in the proof of (4.4) we know that

D(z)<(r) = @(t)O(r– 1)+ v(r) (4.8)

Since D(z) is strictly positive-real it must be stable, by (4,4), (4.7) and (4.8) and Lemma
3.2, we have

[ ),j, llt<(i+l)112=0 ,~, Ilz(i+ l) V(i)112 +0(1)

= O[log ;.max(f)] (4.9)

Note that

lj(t) =Ip(r) +I&(r) (4.10)

and hence by use of (4.9) and (4.10) similar to the proof of Theorem 2 of Chen and
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Guo ( 1986: p. 1465) we know that

).max(t) = O[).fiax(t)], j.~in(r) = O[j.n,ir,(f)], as.

This result together with Theorem 2.1 yields the desired results immediately and

Theorem 2.2 is now established,

5. Conclusions
This paper has shown that modifying standard ELS algorithms for linear

regression model identification can obviate the need for a positive-real condition on
the coloured noise model. Estimates of the regression part parameter matrix 00 in (2.1)
and those of the modified noise model Di are achieved without any compromise on
convergence rates. The recovery of the original noise model parameters Ci by an on-
line spectral factorization is studied in a companion paper (Guo and Moore 1987). A
method to remove an estimator error \ ariance increase by additional processing is

currently under study. The methods and theory of the paper fall short of giving precise

results for avoiding the positive-real condition for general AR MAX models.

Appendix

Proqf qf bound (2.24)

With

in the scalar case, the minimum phase condition is that Ixil < 1 for all i. Denoting the
binomial coef%cients (~) as

()-r r!
O<i<r

i i!(r– i)!’

comparing the coefficients of Zi in the above identity and noting Ixil < 1, we know that

oIcil< r , l<i<r
i

Consequently, it follows that

but by comparing the coefficients of z’ in the following identity

(l+ Z)’(l+ Z)’=(l+ Z)”

it is easy to know
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and hence

1+ ~ C~<(2r)!(r!)-2
i=,

which is tantamount to (2.24).

Remark A. 1

The bound (2.24) is sharp for all r

Remark A.2

A similar bound is not available for the multidimensional case, unless extra
conditions in addition to the minimum phase assumption on C(z) are imposed.

Proof of Lemma 3.1

Set
e(t) ~z(t) –E[z(t)/F, -l] (A 1)

we see that {e(f), Ff} is a martingale difference sequence, and satisfies

sup E[llc(t) l)P]F,-l] <m, as. ~>2 (A 2)
,>0

By (3.1 b) and (3.2) it is easy to see that

P(t)@(t) = [P(t – 1) – a(t)P(t – l)~(t)~’(t)P(t – l)]tj(t)

= a(t)P(t– l)tj(t) (A 3)

and then by (3.3) and (A 1) we know

P(t)~(r)[z’(t+ 1) –~’(t + l,ti(f))] = P([ – l)~(t)[~r(t+ 1) +e’(1 + 1)]

Therefore, we can rewrite (3.1 u) as

#(t+ 1] =~(t) –P(t– l)~(t)[<z(t+ 1) +e’(t+ 1)] (A 4)

with f~t) = O – ~([), for any H.
From (3.1 b) it is known that

[
P(t) = ~ ~(i)t)’(i) +P-’(0)

1--

1

, t>()
i=l

(A 5)

We now prove our results along the lines of the proof of Theorem 1 of Chen and
Guo ( 1986). By (A 4) and (A 5) a similar treatment used as in the proof of ( 19) of Chen
and Guo ( 1986: p. 1462) leads to

tr@(r+ l) P-l(r)fir+ l)<tr&(f)P-l (f- l)fit)

+ llF(t + l)~(t)ll* – 2<’([ + I)@(t)*(f)

–2ec(r+ I)@(t+ l)y)(t), V()

=tr%(r)P-l(t– I)O(t)

[
–2 L’(t+ l)~(t+ l)@(t)– q%-lt+l)v(r)ll’

1

. tillfY(t+ l)~(t)112–2e’(t+ I)@(f+ l)~(t), V(l, V~>O

(A6)
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Summing both sides of (A 6) and using (3.4) we obtain

tr~(t+ l) P-l(t) ((t + 1) Str7(l)P-l(0)tll) –2S1(0,3)

–2 ~ @’(i+ l)@(i+ l)tj( i), Vo, VM>Oi=,
(A 7)

We now estimate the last term on the right-hand side of (A 7). Since {e(t), F,} is a

martingale difference sequence and satisfies (A 2), by Lemma 2 of Chen and Guo
( 1987 b), we know that for any Ft-measurable matrix M(r)

(‘ 2)’’2+”1 as ‘q>o ‘A8)
,~o A4(i)e(i+ 1) =0 ,~, Ilkf(i)ll

Set

~(t) =E[z(t+ l) IF,] –;[t+ 1, ~(f)J (A 9)

Obviously, q(t) is F,-measurable, and by (A 1), (A 9) it follows from (3.1) that

(7((+ 1) =qf) – P(r)lj(t)[t?r(t+ 1) +q’(r)] I

for any O.
Then by using (A 8) and (A 10) similar to the proof of (22) of Chen and Guo

p, 1463), we have

(,~1e:(i+ I)@(i+ l)+(i) =0 i$l ll~(i+ 1)*(i) 112 1’2+”
)

4 10)

1986:

(A 11)

for any q >0,
However, by (A 3) and both (29) and (30) of Chen and Guo ( 1986: p. 1465) we

know that

,2, V(~)Hi)4(0 114

Finally, putting (A 11) and (A
z >0 and any O

+ 1) II2 = () log[] +“)(U- 2)1j.max(t) (A 12)

12) into (A 7) and taking q <~, we see that for any

tr(~(t + l) P-l(r)O(t+ 1) <Q(l) –S, ((), ~) +Qlog(l+’J(~-2)lj~~X(t)

and the desired result follows from here immediately and therefore the
Lemma 3.1 is completed.

Proof of Theorem 2.1 (ii)

proof of

We now prove the second result (2. 15) of Theorem 2.1. Multiplying P- 1(t) on both

sides of (,z.9) and using (A 5) we have

P-l(t)d(t+ 1) = [P-l(r) –*(t) lJ’(t)]o(t) +lj(t)z’(t + 1)

= P-l(t– l)o(t)+$(t)z’(t+ 1)
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Consequently, from this and (4.2) and (4. 10) we know

P-l(f) d(r+ l)= P-l(o)d(l) + ~ l/7(i)z’(i+ 1)
in~

= P-’(0)O(l) + ~ @(i) {[*’(i) –$<’(i)](T+ W’(i+ 1) +~’(if 1)}
i=l

-,$,Wf)[i:’(i)~-q’(i+ 1)1+ ,$1V(i)tir(i+ 1)

and hence

[
[(t+ l)= ~ ~(i)@ ’(i) +P-l(0) 1

–1
i=l

{ 1x P-’(0)K1)– ~ ~(i)w’(i+ 1) + ~ V(i)[V<’(i)O– fi’(i– 1)] (A 13)
i=l i=~

Again by (4.2) and (4.10) from (2. 12) we know

1-1

flil,(r)= ,~o[Ptj”(i) + W(i+ 1) +~(i+ 1) –@(r) #(i)]

x [~~”(i) + w(i+ 1) + q(i+ 1) – Ott]’

1–1

= ,~o [~(f)t(i) -PV’(i) + ti(i+ 1)

+q(i+ l)][~(t)~(i) –Ttj<(i) + w(i+ 1) +rf(i+ l)]’

x [–p~<(i) + w(i+ 1) + q(i+ l)]lr(i)~(t)

t–1

+ i~o[~i<(i) –w(i+ 1) –q(i+ 1)]

X [t T@<(i)– ti(i+ 1) –q(i+ 1)]’

~s*(t)+ s2(t)+s; (t)+ s3(r)

However, by the Schwarz inequality and (4.9) we obtain

[

[–1

z W)ir(,i) + P-l(0) 1
–1/2*–~

,~o 4(04”(0 2
j=o

f–l

[

1–1

< i~o ,~o ~(~)vr(~) + f’ ‘(o)
1

–1/2 21–1

V(i) ,~o 114<(1)112

{[

1–1 r–l

11
–1 t–l

=tr ~ #’(i) ~ ~(j)$r(,~) + p-” ‘(O) V(i) ,~o ll@(W12
i=O j=o

(A 14)
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= O[log j.max(t– 1)]

and hence

[

t–l

i~, i(j)V’(~) + P-l(0)
1

–1/2,–1

I !4i)@’(i) = O([log~.m.x(t)]”2)~=o (A 15)

We need the following estimates for weighted-sum of martingale difference
sequences (Lai and Wei 1986 b). Let {Xl, F,} be an adapted vector sequence and

{e,, F,} be martingale difference sequence with

sup E[lle112+~j F,-l] <cc, d>O

Then, for ~:> O

( ) I M,$0xix;+ ,1 ‘“2 ~ Xie:+, ==o log).m,,x
))

~ Xix;+d 1’2 (A 16)
i=() i=~

Applying (A 15) and (A 16) to Sl(t) and S2(r) defined in (A 14) and noting (A 13), it is
not difficult to show that

S1 (t) = O[log imax(t)],as. (A 17)

S2(C) = O[log l~,X(r)], as. (A 18)

By (4.9) and the inequality (A 8) wc see that the last term in (A 14) can be estimated by

1–1

S3(t) = ~ fi(i+ l)ti’(i+ 1) +O[log&aX(t)] (A 19)
izo

By Lemma 3.3, {i(t), F, } is a gaussian martingale difference sequence and Eti(t)ti’(t)

~ R,i (exponentially fast), and hence by the laws of the iterated logarithm (Stout 1974)
it is not difficult to convince oneself that

(A 20)

Finally, putting (A 17)–(A 20) into (A 14), the result (2. 13), follows.
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